
Business Communication 
The Qubo Way.

If you are trying to find ways to gain 

a competitive advantage, mitigate 

risk, develop Quantum Literacy, and 

build a Quantum Strategy, then you 

have come to the right place! Qubo 

trains Businesses, Investors, Non-

Profits, and Governments about 

emerging, disruptive technology. We 

are experts in creating tailored 

educational experiences that will 

empower you with a greater 

understanding of the opportunities 

and threats of a Post-Quantum 

world.

Are you looking to get ahead 

of the Quantum curve?

Quantum Training.

Qubo Consulting Corp. Course Map

For Quantum Startups. Are you a 
Quantum Startup that has to explain dense 
and difficult topics to a non-technical 
audience? You may know the material but 
communicating it to people that aren’t 
quantum experts can be tricky. This course 
will teach you pedagogy from a trained 
educator, and give you a communication 
framework that will engage your audience. 
If you are looking for guidance on 
explaining difficult quantum ideas more 
effectively, this training is for you! All 
Qubo Training offered in-person, live 
webinar or online (asynchronous). 

For Business Leaders & Government 
Decision-Makers. Want to learn about 
Quantum Tech so that you don’t lose your 
competitive advantage? Want to be an 
early adopter? Want help with a Quantum 
Strategy and identifying trigger events for 
your business? Let Qubo train you about 
the opportunities and threats associated 
with this new field with customized 
content based on your industry and 
technical background. We are creating 14 
training modules, each one takes approx. 3 
hours to complete, including lectures, 
breaks, tutorials, and Q&A. Participants 
will receive a Certificate of Completion.
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Business Communication 
for Subject Matter Experts



Qubo Consulting Corp. is a quantum 
training and consulting company operating 
out of Calgary, Alberta, Canada. We help 
business leaders, non-profits,  and 
government organizations make informed 
decisions about this emerging, disruptive 
technology. We support the quantum 
ecosystem by increasing quantum 
awareness and helping organizations 
transition to quantum by training their staff 
(technical and non-technical) on quantum 
tech, and its implications for various 
industries. We have partners in the 
quantum industry that can provide 
everything from proof-of-concepts to 
strategy development and identify trigger 
events for your business. We also work 
with quantum startups to improve their 
promotional and educational materials, so 
that it is understandable to their target 
audience. We are 100% independent and 
have expert experience you can trust.
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About Us.

Contact Us.

Technical Due Diligence

For all Investors in Quantum Startups & 
Technology, including Private Equity 
Firms, Banks, Corporations & Government. 
Are you investing in quantum tech? 
Funding a startup? Want to feel confident 
you’ve done your due diligence in making 
sure their tech is real? Qubo has the tools to 
help investors assess the technical 
limitations of a new quantum startup in 
terms of the amount of scientific and real-
world proof underlying their tech. 
Quantum is so new that most people don’t 
know any questions to ask, let alone the 
right ones!  Let Qubo be your guide.

What is Quantum?

Quantum Technologies use quantum 
properties and materials, such as atoms, 
ions, photons, or superconducting circuits, 
to do a task (i.e. computing, sensing, secure 
communication). The quantum  landscape 
is expected to disrupt many industries. We 
create custom training for your vertical:
q Healthcare 
q Fintech
q Urban Planning
q Energy
q Communications 
q Insurance

q Transportation 
and Logistics

q Agriculture
q Manufacturing
q Cybersecurity


